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Suggested Dosage Level

Leave On - 0.5%, Wash Oﬀ - 1%

Candles - 4%/5% • Bath Bombs 2%/3% • Oil Based Products - 0.5%/1%

Fragrance

Characteristics

Baked Apple

A beautifully warm spiced apple fragrance which blends juicy apple with notes of clove, cinnamon and ginger sweetened with maple syrup and vanilla.

Cinnamon & Nutmeg

This spicy gourmande aroma blends notes of cardamom, nutmeg and pink pepper with rich undertones of vanilla bean and maple syrup.

Winter Spruce

A sweet woody scent with accents of Christmas pine and patchouli. Cranberry and apple add a fruity nuances. Warm base notes of Cinnamon clove
and ginger add a depth.

Frankincense & Myrrh

A rich and inviting scent opening with sparkling citrus top notes of orange. Warming clove and relaxing lavender are supported by a indulgent base of
frankincense, myrrh, amber and vanilla combined with precious woods of patchouli, sandalwood and cedarwood.

White Christmas

The sparkling intricate snowflake glistens in the winter sun, the scent blends lemon and lime top notes combined with the fresh floral tones of violet,
lily of the valley and freesia to give a shimmering top note. Supporting this is an accord of sandalwood, cedar, amber, musk and sweet vanilla

Snowflake

A cool and sparkling scent opening with top notes of lemon, cooling peppermint and fresh thyme. Fruity notes of crisp green apple and pear are
combined with delicate floral accords of rose, sweet pea and violet whilst the base supports with soft powdery musk.

Strawberry

A sweet ripe fruity scent conjures images of the summer fruit of strawberry. Fresh green accords are layered over a base of vanilla.

Rose

A fresh rose scent opening with stemmy green notes leading to a beautiful heart of rose, geranium, gardenia and soft fruits whilst the base supports
with powdery musk.

Floribunda

A beautiful floral fragrance opening with sparkling top notes of grapefruit which lead to a heart combining floral tones of hyacinth, jasmine, rose,
muguet and violet. A luxurious base cushions with warm amber, musk and vetivert.

Coconut

A sweet gourmande fragrance with sweet brown sugar, French vanilla, coumarin and musk layered by cooling creamy tones.

Midnight Passion

A fruity floral aroma with green accords enhanced by a heart of neroli, jasmine, cherry blossom and violet resting on a base of moss, amber,
sandalwood, vanilla and soft powdery tones.

Vanilla

This sweet creamy Madagascan vanilla aroma blends the delicious pods with a caramelised sugar undertones.

Coconut

A creamy rich coconut milk fragrance with vanillary undertones and a light cherry quality.

Chocolate

A delightful chocolately aroma blends cocoa with nutty accents and rich lavish milky vanilla.

Raspberry & Rhubarb

A delicious blend of fruits marrying sweet and plump raspberries with tangy rhubarb.

Mango & Passion Fruit

A juicy and vibrant mango scent opening with top notes of orange and grapefruit which lead to a tropical fruity heart of passionfruit, melon, pineapple
leading on to a sweet tonka base.

Plum & Mulberry

The juicy ripe fruits of mulberry and raspberry are entwined with accords of plum and peach with a creamy undertone of vanilla.

Glistening Seaweed

A beachy aroma reminiscent of a walk along the coast line. Salty sea air is infused with notes of aquatic florals and a mossy undertone with hints of
driftwood and musk.

Marine & Driftwood

A warm sea breeze, fresh ozonic tones and sparkling citrus accords cascade to a floral heart and a base of cedar with hints of coconut and sandalwood.

Spring Blossom

This fragrance is a mouth watering, sensual floral unveiling an enticing note of almond. Violets, jasmine, mimosa and muguet are entwined in the heart
with sweet vanilla, amber and powdery musks in the base.

Cocoa Butter

A rich fragrance with sweet butter accords supported by a musk base.

Coconut Water

A rich sweet coconut aroma with nutty accords rests upon a vanillic base

Red Berry Sorbet

Juicy plump raspberries are complimented by a sweet sugary base with vanillic accords.

Passion Fruit & Peach

A fruit basket of soft ripened delights. Tropical notes of passionfruit and peach are accompanied by enticing plum, strawberry and apple and the
slightest hint of watery melon. A sweet base of golden vanilla adds long lasting depth.

Aloe & Bamboo

A lush green watery aroma is enhanced by a fruity floral heart of peach, melon and jasmine with a base of soft musks.

Ginseng

A spicy blend of white, red and black pepper dominates this fragrance. This spicy accord harmonises with precious woods, benzoin, vetivert, moss and
patchouli.

Please note this is an initial range other items will be added from time to time.
Please refer to the website for up to date listings.
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